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The F5 and ScaleArc Partnership
Key benefits

Together, F5 and ScaleArc can provide full visibility, load balancing, availability,

· Better visibility and security

and optimization for an entire data center, including the web, application, and

· Improved scalability

database tiers. The combination of F5® Application Delivery Controllers (ADCs)

· Higher performance

plus ScaleArc iDB database technology provides a unique and powerful solution to
achieve security, scalability, and high performance while lowering costs.

Comprehensive Security, Scalability, and Performance
ScaleArc iDB technology supports MySQL and Microsoft SQL Server databases
to enable instant horizontal scaling for capacity growth and high availability,
connection management, and dynamic load balancing. The combination of F5 ADC
abilities to inspect and route layer 7 web traffic and iDB real-time visibility into SQL
queries provides visibility of both the HTTP and SQL protocols for improved security.
In addition, localized caching of database queries provides faster query response
times for high performance.
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F5 ADCs and ScaleArc iDB technology provide high availability for web, application, and database tiers.

Better visibility and security

Higher performance

ScaleArc iDB correlates a specific web
request with a SQL query, measures the
performance, and allows for real-time
reporting and analytics.

Localized caching of database queries
on the ScaleArc iDB instance helps clear
performance bottlenecks.

Improved scalability
ScaleArc provides instant database scalability
and load balancing, and by load balancing
iDB instances, F5 products enable active/
active scalability.

To find out how F5 and ScaleArc joint solutions can help your business,
contact TAPpartnerships@f5.com or visit www.f5.com/scalearc.
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